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Abstract—We propose an institutional robotics approach
to the design of socially-aware multi-robot systems, where
cooperation among the robots and their social interactions with
humans are guided using institutions. Inspired by the concepts
stemming from economical sciences, robot institutions serve as
coordination artifacts, which specify behavioral rules that are
acceptable or desirable given the situation and which can be
replaced by other rules to enforce new acceptable or desirable
behaviors without changing the robot’s core code. In this paper
we propose a formal methodology for consistent design of
coordinated multi-robot behaviors intended for use in human-
populated environments. We illustrate theoretical concepts with
practical examples. Graph-based formations serve as a basis
for coordinated multi-robot behaviors and concepts from the
literature on human-aware navigation provide social rules that
are enforced by the institutions. Experiments are carried out
in a high-fidelity robotic simulator to illustrate the application
of the theoretical concepts.
I. INTRODUCTION
Multi-robot cooperative behaviors are becoming increas-
ingly pervasive in real-world applications. To be socially
aware, robots should use social norms devised by humans,
which can differ from culture to culture. Existing methods
allow for successful cooperation of multiple robots, but the
human factor is often ignored or the person is treated as a
moving obstacle. On the other hand, although human-aware
navigation is a widely studied subject, only few studies discuss
multiple robots behaving cooperatively in human-populated
environments. Most works focus on human guidance, where
strategies stem from early research on flocking herds [1], treat
the group of humans as a particle [2] or assume that humans
simply follow the robot [3]. Such solutions are largely over-
simplistic. More realistic studies [4] ensure that the robots
respect personal space of the humans. The state of research in
human-aware navigation is largely mature in the single robot
case. But when it comes to studies of cooperative multi-robot
systems, the presence of a person is handled inappropriately or
even naively, solutions are heuristic or difficult to generalize.
Our intention is to provide a mechanism for abstraction of the
underlying methods and to systematize and unify development
of social-aware, multi-robot behaviors using the concept of
institutions.
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The goal of Institutional Robotics (IR) [5] is to provide a
strategy for specifying complex social interactions. Drawing
inspiration from institutional economics, IR has been proposed
with the aim to address the need for presence of coordination
devices in multi-robot systems and to facilitate integration
of robots in human societies. Since the robots controlled
using the IR approach abide by the norms of institutional
environments created by the humans, the collective perfor-
mance during human-robot interaction is expected to surpass
the existing methods. In the field of multi-robot systems,
institutions have been introduced [5], formalized [6], used
for modelling and implementation [7] of simple robotic
behaviors. They also raised some interest in the social
robotics community [8]. In [5] institutions are defined as
artificial modifications that influence the collective order.
Robot institutions are formally represented in [6] using Petri
nets, which encapsulate the behavioral rules to execute a
desired task and observe the specified social interactions.
Validated in [6] in simulation and in [7] in real-world
implementation, the institutional controller coordinates a
swarm of 40 robots to maintain wireless connectivity. The
predominant reason behind IR was to exceed the collective
performance during human-robot cooperation. To the best of
our knowledge, however, up to now IR has not been exploited
to introduce the social aspect in multi-robot systems.
We propose a new methodology for development of socially
aware multi-robot behaviors based on the IR framework. The
new formalism allows us to deal with both high-level behavior
management, such as decision making and planning, and
low-level reactive coordination, such as formation control.
Institutions introduce social rules inspired by human institu-
tions that guide cooperation between the robots and result in
mutual understanding between the robots and the humans. We
focus on transparency and generality of the formalism, where
its abstract representation allows for the use of miscellaneous
robot behaviors and integration of social constraints of diverse
nature. To illustrate the theoretical concepts, we apply the
formalism to our work on robot formations [9], where we
govern a graph-based formation behavior using one of the
institutions. Proxemics [10] and social forces [11] form a set
of social constraints that change the formation parameters
(geometry, roles, trajectories). For realization of the robotic
controller we use Petri Nets (PN).
This paper is organized as follows. Section II lists the
aspects of social robot behaviors. The role of institutions in
shaping such behaviors is described in Section III. An example
of application is given in Section IV and the case studies are
given in Section V. We draw conclusions in Section VI.
II. SOCIAL ROBOT BEHAVIORS
Consider a team of mobile robots deployed in environments
populated with humans, such as museums or airports. The
robots occasionally are required to perform a cooperative task
without interrupting human activities and taking into account
social rules. For instance, robots may be requested to guide
a group of people, control the movement of the crowd, or
temporarily block a passage. In order to do so in a socially
aware manner, the robots need a basic understanding of the
principles that govern human environments.
A. Behaviors and Actions
The tasks and functionalities that the robots may be
required to perform are called behaviors, B. For the robot
formation, the behaviors may include patrolling or human
guidance. Behaviors are composed of basic building blocks
- actions. Individual actions AO do not involve social
interaction, neither between the robots, nor between robots
and humans. Actions that entail social interaction are social
actions AS . A set of all possible actions is A = {AO [AS}. B
provides an ordering for the actions, it assures that the actions
are executed in the correct order, sequentially or concurrently.
More formally, Bi 2 B = (V,E) is a graph with the nodes V
being the actions in A, V : {a 2 A}.
B. Rules, Roles and Knowledge
When in a social situation, robots have to comply with the
rules that govern human environments. Such rules include
respecting personal space, giving a way at the door or passing
on a right hand side of a corridor. The set of rules is an
essential element directing behavior of the robots, rules
directly encode social constraints and define what robot should
and should not do. Rules R are operators on the set of actions
that have the power to allow, forbid, select or modify the
actions
Since the rules can allow and forbid actions, they decide
what roles the robots can assume. When a robot plays a role,
it is obliged to perform a set of actions assigned to this role
and forbidden to take actions that are not permitted. Rules
of the formation could allow the robot to take the role of a
leader or a follower, or specify its decision making powers.
In order for the robot to comply with the rules, it must
have knowledge about how to act according to the them.
Types of information contained in the knowledge can range
from parameters and data structures to complex algorithms.
Stating that the rules can modify the actions means that the
rules can change the parameters of the action, encoded by
the knowledge. Knowledge K provides a common grounding
for the robots, for the rules and actions to be based upon
the same type of information. Common knowledge implies
that every participant knows how to act, and knows that
the others know how to act [12]. For the robots to navigate
in a formation, they must know, among many others, each
other’s positions in the environment, what roles are assigned
to whom and what it means to change formation shape from
line to square. More importantly, the knowledge provides
recipes for socially adequate interactions with humans. Thus,
Fig. 1: Social situations activate the corresponding institutions,
which, by evoking their rules, operate on the robot actions.
the knowledge incorporates the facts, beliefs and temporal
information, as long as this information is imperative for the
cooperation and interaction.
III. ROLE OF THE INSTITUTIONS
Common knowledge, common rules and roles known by all
the robots are the pivotal concepts giving rise to socially aware
behaviors. They reduce uncertainty, facilitate decision-making
and promote cooperation, so that the cost of coordinating
and other activities can be lowered [13]. They are the core
of what is known in human environments as institutions. An
institution can be regarded as a set of rules governing social
interactions [14]. By sharing the institutional environment,
the robots attain a good approximation of the situation and
expectation that the others follow the same prescriptions
enforced by the institutional rules.
A. Institutional Grounding
It has been said that the rules and the knowledge are
the central parts of the institutions. Indeed, institutions
encapsulate knowledge and the rules that correspond to a
state of the environment and the participants (humans and
robots) when a social interaction takes place. Such state is
called a social situation S (action situation in [14]). An
institution I is active during a specific social situation it has
been designed for. Since one social situation may occur in
different parts of the environment, involve various participants
and have other dissimilar conditions, the robots must be able
to recognize it. The process of recognition of a social situation
and activation of the corresponding institution is called the
grounding, G : S ! I. When a robot activates the institution,
it becomes its actor and is obliged to act according to its
rules. The institutional rules constrain robot actions differently
depending on the social situations, robots do not need to
reason about the rules and do not need to be reprogrammed
every time they join a new instance of social situation.
B. Institutional Rules
A set of rules of institution I is an operator on a set of
actions:
RI : 2AS ! 2AS (1)
The institutional rules map the social actions AS according
to a social situation, for which that institution is active (see
Fig. 1). The rules of active institution can evoke, modify, or
constrain the actions. Thus, when in a social situation, the
robots engage in an institutional behavior BI composed of
nodes AI ⇢ AS from a subset of social actions V : {a 2 AI}.
Fig. 2: Types of relations between the nodes of the RG.
As an example, consider a social situation when the robots
are requested to guide a group of people. The robots are to
approach the group, aapproach, inform humans that they will
be lead to a new location, aspeak, and move together with
them, aguide. Thus, the institutional rules would compose
three actions, aapproach ! aspeak ! aguide sequentially.
C. Networks of Institutions
An institutional environment of the robot is composed
of one or more institutions. A robot can can be an actor of
multiple institutions, it joins an institution upon recognition of
a social situation and leaves an institution when the situation
concludes. Activation of one institution can be a natural
consequence of termination of another. Multiple institutions
can be active simultaneously as long as the functioning of
one institution does not interfere with the functioning of
another. The order of the institutional environment is assured
by defining how the institutions are allowed to interact. For
this purpose, we propose relational graphs.
Definition 1. Relational graph (RG) is a directed graph
defining the relationship between institutions present in
the institutional environment of the robot. A node of the
graph encapsulates the institutional behavior, Bi 2 BI , or an
individual behavior Bj 2 BO. The edge linking two nodes
defines the relation between them.
The relational graph is composed of the institutional
behaviors BI (which in turn are composed of social actions in
AS) and of the individual behaviors (composed of individual
actions in AO). The RG regulates which institutions can
be active at a given time and assures that the actions of
conflicting institutions do not run concurrently. Institutions
can be nested, meaning one general institution can consist
of several specialized institutions. According to its rules,
the general institution can evoke one or a subset the nested
institutions (see Fig. 1).
The RG is a mathematical behavior model used for
forming dependencies between complex behaviors composed
of multiple actions. As such, it can be readily used as the
robot controller. The abstract definition of the RG allows for
the use of a wide range of mathematical tools for building
its representation. Most of the graphical modeling languages,
including finite state automata, behavior trees, Petri nets and
variations thereof are suitable for that purpose. Although the
exact definition of the relations within RG depends on the
choice of the modeling language, we provide an intuitive
guide to building the network of institutions.
1) Roles of the RG nodes: Each node of the RG encap-
sulating the behaviors in B provides a high level compact
representation of more complex compositions of actions. A
node is said to be active when at least one of the actions
it contains is executing. Execution of the node can be
instantaneous, continue for a finite amount of time or continue
until it is ceased by an internal or an external event (similarly
as an institution can be activated or terminated due to the
social situation). Upon completion of the execution, the
node triggers execution of its direct successors. After that it
becomes inactive. The RG can be static or dynamic. Since,
by the definition, the institutions are activated when the robot
recognizes a social situation, it means that the robot must
always perform an action of recognizing social situations.
The outcome of this action triggers activation of the relevant
institution (activates the BI of that institution).
2) Relations between the RG nodes: Fig. 2 shows types
of relations between the nodes of the RG. Fig. 2a) is a
sequence. Fig. 2b) is a self-loop, where after being activated
once, A is always active. Fig. 2c) is simultaneous execution.
Note that B and C should not include actions that have a
potential to interfere with each other. Node C in Fig. 2d)
can only be activated after its predecessors (nodes A and B)
have concluded their execution. Finally, node A in Fig. 2e)
illustrates a nested institution, where internal rules of the
general institution evoke a subset of specialized institutions.
When A is activated, a subset of A1 to An becomes active.
D. Creation, Evolution and Monitoring of Institutions
A human institution is a product of deliberate design or it
arises spontaneously [13]. The creation of a robot institution
is dictated by the presence of a social situation, while the
desired outcome of using that institution is its rationale.
According to [15], rules of human institutions without oblig-
atory sanctions are useless. Such rules are always monitored
and enforced. Robots, as artificial agents, are not motivated
to break rules, nor do they reveal opportunistic behaviors.
However, sanctions and rewards given to the robots can help to
regulate and monitor institutional environments, identify con-
flicting rules and inconsistencies. The sanctions and rewards
for respecting or breaking institutional rules are the payoffs
of the institution: PI = {(sanction, reward) 8 ri 2 RI}.
Robot institutions can be modified by cooperative decision
making, or by an individual with a power to do so. Experience
gained by the robots participating in a social situation
can lead to gradual modification of the existing rules. For
this to happen, the performance becomes a part of the
institution and is stored in the memory of that institution:
MI = {(pm1, ..., pmn) 8 Bi 2 BI}, where (pm1, ..., pmn) is
a set of relevant performance measures. In this way, the
robots jointly contribute to evolution of the institution. More
importantly, the rules remain consistent among the participants
and retain the power to reduce the cost of coordination [14].
E. Institutional Formalism
The definition of institution is object of discussion among
the economists, where the interpretation of institution, or-
ganization and rule is done according to the purpose they
serve [16]. Similarly, the fields of IR, normative multi-agent
systems [17] and computational organization theory [18]
operate on diverse definitions. Even within the field of
IR, institutions are modeled dissimilarly among different
research groups. Nevertheless, the core concepts, based on
the economic theory, remain the same.
The definition of a robot institution we propose in this
paper is not intended to be a general, one-size-fits-all solution.
Indeed, we believe that similarly as in the social studies, robot
institutions should serve their core purpose - of guiding social
interactions.
Definition 2. Institution is a tuple
hID, Actors TI , Knowledge KI , Rules RI ,
Behavior BI , Actions AI , Memory MI , Payoff PI i
This definition stems from political economy studies [12]
conducted by Elinor Ostrom, winner of the Nobel Prize in
Economics in 2009:
“Institutions can be defined as the sets of working rules
that are used to determine who is eligible to make decisions
in some arena, what actions are allowed or constrained,
what aggregation rules will be used, what procedures must
be followed, what information must or must not be provided,
and what payoffs will be assigned to individuals dependent
on their actions.”
In summary, ID is a unique identifier of the institution,
composed of its Name and a Rationale, which states what
the desired outcome of the institution is (why the institution
is useful). Actors defines which robots are allowed to activate
the institution, Institutional Behavior provides the ordering
for the actions, while Social Actions are the recipes for
performing the social actions, Knowledge describes what
information the robot must possess in order for it to act,
Rules allow, constrain or modify the actions, Memory retains
robot experience. Payoffs are the rewards and sanctions for
conforming or breaching the rules.
IV. APPLICATION OF THE METHODOLOGY:
INSTITUTIONAL NETWORK FOR FORMATION BEHAVIORS
As a proof of concept, we apply the proposed formalism
to our existing work on reconfigurable multi-robot forma-
tions [9]. The existence of socially adequate cooperative be-
havior relies on a few essential aspects that can be categorized
as social situations. 1) Situational awareness. Robots are able
to localize themselves in the known map, detect obstacles
and distinguish humans. To establish a formation, robots
need to know each other’s positions. 2) Formation control.
Robots running the same formation control algorithm are
capable of changing the formation shape and its connectivity.
They avoid obstacles as a unit or individually. 3) Human-
robot interactions. Robots are aware of the social constraints
present in human environments and modify their behaviors
in order to respect them. 4) Global group objective. A
virtual leader (VL), provides the group objective, a trajectory,
and communicates to the robots its virtual position. VL is
perceived by all the robots as one of the team members and
included in the formation algorithm as if it were a real robot.
We assume that the robots perform a default formation be-
havior, until the robots receive a task that involves interaction
Fig. 3: The PN-based representation of the RG.
with humans, thus indicating a new social situation. Note that
while moving in a formation, the robots interact with each
other, so they are already situated in one social situation.
A. Institutions for Formation Behaviors
Given the above classification, the institutional network is
comprised of four institutions:
1) Environment Monitoring IEM: The IEM assures that all
the robots have means to build consistent world models. The
actors of IEM localize on the known map, communicate with
the other robots and the virtual leader to obtain their positions
and monitor for social situations. Upon recognition of a social
situation, successor nodes of IEM are activated.
2) Collective Behaviors ICB: The ICB offers the robots
a common basis for understanding the specification of the
formation behavior. By knowing and following the rules RCB ,
each robot knows its role in the formation, the roles of the
other robots and parameters of the formation, including shape,
distances and connectivity.
3) Social Planning ISP: ISP is responsible for devising
a social plan for guiding interactions with the humans.
Only one actor can be active at any given time and we
assume that the robot that recognizes the social situation first,
activates ISP. ISP is a nested institution, it delegates control to
specialized institutions. In our case studies, we will consider
two specialized institutions, IBlSP for a blocking task, and
IAccSP for accompanying task. Knowledge of ISP comprises of
methods from the human-aware navigation literature, such
as proxemics and social forces. According to the rules, the
actor plans the behavior of the group, including the shape
and path of the formation, so as to respect social constraints.
4) Virtual Leader IVL: IVL is run by one dedicated actor.
IVL involves a set of planning actions, responsible for
interpretation of the task and planing the path, and execution
actions, which simulate movement of the VL and broadcast
its pose. Since the VL is perceived as one of the formation
members, it guides the formation to achieve its objectives.
B. Relational Graph for Formation Behaviors
We use a Petri net-based representation of the RG. PNs are
sufficiently general to model behaviors of extremely varying
types, such as parallelism, concurrency and synchronization,
Fig. 4: The Webots simulator (Middle), the MBot robot (Left)
and simulated models of child and adult (Right).
while providing a high degree of modularity. A gentle
introduction to PNs can be found in [19]. The PN-based
representation of the RG used for coordination of socially
aware multi-robot behaviors is shown in Fig. 3.
The RG is composed of three nodes that represent in-
stitutional behaviors. BEM that gathers information about
current situation and BCB that controls the formation are
active by default. When one of the robots recognizes a social
situation (passing control from BEM to BSP and BNotifyEvent), it
notifies all the team members to temporarily halt execution of
the current behavior (deactivating BCB and activating BWait).
BSP plans the new formation parameters according to RSP
and passes them to all the other robots in BNotifyBehavior. The
outcome of BSP updates the knowledge of the ICB, setting new
formation parameters and the knowledge of IVL, specifying
a new task. Upon receiving the new parameters, the robots
preempt BWait and resume formation in BCB. Due to lack of
space, we only show structure of one institutional behavior,
BCB. In BCB the robot computes the motion vector in ACMV,
then it moves towards the desired place in the formation in
AMTF, while simultaneously avoiding the obstacles in AAO.
V. CASE STUDIES
The aim of the case studies is to show diversity of the
behaviors that the robots can engage in under the network
of institutions. We illustrate two social situations, where
interactions with humans are of two different sorts: in case
A robots modify behavior of a person, in case B they adhere
to the social conventions. The default behavior is formation
patrolling and the RG graph serves as the robot controller.
Experiments are performed in realistic simulator Webots [20]
(Fig. 4), with holonomic MBot robots [21] developed within
the FP7 European project MOnarCH (Multi Robot Cognitive
Systems Operating in Hospitals) with the goal of introducing
social robots in the pedriatric wing of a hospital1. The robots
are equipped with navigation, perception and low-level safety
sensors, accurately simulated and calibrated using real data.
Robots self-localize using AMCL2 from ROS.
A. Case Study I: Blocking
In the “blocking” task the robots influence behavior of the
humans by blocking a specific passage. To execute the task,
a minimum number of robots required to block the passage
moves towards the designated space and assumes blocking
positions. Upon receiving the “blocking” task, one of the
1MOnarCH, FP7, FP7-ICT-2011-9-601033 (http://monarch-fp7.eu)
2AMCL (http://wiki.ros.org/amcl)
Fig. 5: Case Study I. Trajectories of the robots blocking
narrow (upper) corridor and wide (lower) corridor.
robots becomes an actor of IBlSP , a nested institution of ISP.
Knowledge of IBlSP uses social forces model for predicting
the behavior of the person when encountering a number of
robots in the passage. Social forces reflect the psychological
motivation behind the pedestrian behavior, they represent the
influences of the environment and of the other pedestrians on
the human motion [11]. There are two fundamental rules
in RBlSP : “Dispatch the minimal number of robots” and
“Establish optimal blocking configuration”. According to RBlSP ,
the actor of IBlSP finds a minimal repulsive force, required
to drive a person back from the area and the number of
robots NB and their configuration needed to generate that
force. Furthermore, RBlSP specify how to assign, which NB
robots engage in the blocking behavior, and which robots
remain patrolling. The formation splits into two groups, and
the virtual leader provides two trajectories, one for patrolling
and one leading to the passage to be blocked.
1) Results: We performed two experiments with varied
width areas to be blocked, (i) narrow and (ii) wide, each of
five runs. In all experiments, five robots are patrolling in a
pentagon-shaped formation, upon receiving a task, split into
two formations with (i) NB = 2 and (ii) NB = 4. Trajectories
of the robots are shown in Fig. 5, with the initial patrolling
behavior (A), assignment of the robots upon splitting (B) and
two formations performing patrolling (C) and blocking (D).
B. Case Study II: Accompanying
In the “accompany” task, the robots “accompany” a person
that passes through part of the environment, at the same
time respecting human comfort. Social norms, encoded in the
knowledge of IAccSP , are based on proxemics, a study of spatial
separation that people naturally maintain between themselves
and the others [10]. Proxemics serve to constraint motion
of the robots by providing a minimal distance the robot
should keep from a person. The associated rules RAccSP state
“Maintain a formation with the person” and “Do not enter
personal space”, where personal space is a circle around
the human, with the diameter depending on his age, gender
and personality. The virtual leader guides the formation to
the person and then, by imitating position of the human,
seamlessly allows for including the human in the formation.
RAccSP specify the shape of the formation and the human-robot
distances, proportional to size of the personal space.
1) Results: The accompanying behavior is illustrated in
Fig. 6. Two robots wait until a person, child or an adult,
enters the door (A), keep a triangle formation with the
Fig. 6: Case Study II. (Top) Trajectories of the robots and
the person. (Bottom) Average distances between the robots
and the human.
human (B), and follow until the exit (C). In this example,
the personal space of the child is dchildP = 0.94m and of the
adult is dadultP = 1.77m. Fig. 6 (Bottom) shows the mean
distances dH between the robots and the human averaged
over 5 runs. Since dH is always above dchildP for the child
and dadultP for the adult, robots respect social space of the
person by converging to a formation of appropriate size. The
simple rules of IAccSP allow for variability (parametrization) of
the behavior according to the social context.
C. Discussion
The two presented case studies illustrated the degree of
variability associated with multi-robot behaviors situated
in a social context. The institutional approach allowed
for incorporation of the social rules, often of inconsistent
nature (such as proxemics or the social forces), in a unified
methodology. Moreover, variability of the social norms
existing among the individuals and among the cultures was
reflected by adequate parametrization of the institutional rules.
The proposed case studies illustrated only simple instances of
social situations. How the robots recognize social situations
and what perception capabilities are required are the topics
of future work.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we proposed an institutional robotics approach
to the design of socially-aware multi-robot systems, where
cooperation among the robots and their social interactions
with humans are guided by institutions. We introduced a
formal methodology for the design of complex multi-robot
behaviors conforming to social rules that govern human
societies. A network of institutions provided means to
impose social constraints on the robot behavior in a unified
methodology. Formal definition of the institutions allowed
for unambiguous specification of their purpose, responsibility,
and consequences, as well as identification of the relational
ties present in the institutional environments. As a proof
of concept, we applied the formalism to our previous work
on multi-robot formations. We presented a complete system
composed of four institutions and defined the associations
among them. In two case studies we illustrated the diversity
of the behaviors the robots can engage in under the network
of institutions. By requiring the robots to engage with
humans, we have shown that the institutions can govern
social interactions according to well known methods, without
the need to resort to case-specific heuristic solutions.
In the future work, we intend to gain further insight in
the organization of human institutions to further improve the
proposed concepts. We plan to evaluate our approach in more
complex scenarios with multiple humans and perform test
with real robots. As a vital part of our study, we will allow for
modification of the institutional environment by the robots,
investigating the idea of institutional evolution and learning.
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